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Abstract—The paper focuses on control analysis and operational
issues of a recently proposed direct voltage regulated active capac-
itance reduction circuit, consisting of a small auxiliary capacitance
interfaced to dc link by bidirectional dc–dc converter. The aim
of such a system is replacing the bulk dc bus capacitor without
escalating the ripple. While the hardware of the system under
study is similar to some of the proposed active capacitance reduc-
tion solutions, the control structure is quite different. The primary
goal of the controller is direct regulation of dc-link voltage rather
than dc-link current, performed by most of existing solutions, thus
avoiding the use of invasive dc-link current measurement/s. It is re-
vealed that such an active capacitance reduction circuitry may be
perceived as output-voltage regulated wide-input-range converter
feeding a bidirectional power load. Such an arrangement was nei-
ther mentioned nor analyzed in the literature by far, requiring non-
trivial and challenging control design. A dual-loop voltage-current
arrangement widely used in typical power supplies is proposed to
control the active capacitance reduction circuitry. It is shown that
the control structure is sufficient to yield satisfactory performance
even though the system possesses a slow unstable mode when ab-
sorbing power from the dc link. The revealed findings are fully
supported by simulations and experimental results.

Index Terms—DC-link ripple, direct voltage regulation, grid-
interfacing converters (GIC), stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS well known that instantaneous power of practical power
converters, connected to single-phase or unbalanced three-

phase grids contains both dc and pulsating components. While
the dc part of grid power is transferred to the load, pulsating com-
ponent must be absorbed by an instantaneous power-matching
element, typically realized by bulk dc-link capacitor [1]. In case
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an ac load is connected to the dc bus via power electronics in-
terface, it also might contribute pulsating power, which needs to
be captured as well by the same power-matching element. Pul-
sating energy absorbed/supplied by the bulk capacitance creates
dc-link voltage ripple, which must reside within predetermined
limits, set by both grid-connected converter topology and dc-
link capacitor voltage rating. These constraints lead to necessity
of utilizing electrolytic capacitors in applications rated 50 W and
higher [2]. Consequently, reliability and physical size issues re-
lated to electrolytic capacitors constitute an important drawback
of modern power electronics based energy conversion systems
[3]–[7].

In order to tackle the mentioned shortcomings, two main
groups of solutions were suggested in the literature, namely pas-
sive and active. The former is based on adding inductors to the
dc link in order to realize a resonant filter, tuned to the pulsating
power fundamental frequency [8]. Since more than single funda-
mental component may be present at relatively low frequencies,
bulky dc-link resonant filter banks are required. Active solu-
tions require addition of much smaller passive components and
therefore have attracted much more attention, focusing on three
main research directions as follows:

1) it was shown in [9]–[11] that some dc-link capacitance
reduction is possible by distorting the input current of the
GIC at the expense of power factor;

2) H-bridge related circuit topologies, allowing reducing the
total dc-link capacitor required by differential operation,
were developed in [12]–[17];

3) replacing the bulk dc-link capacitor by additional power
converter terminated by a much smaller capacitance
[18]–[30].

The latter is probably the most popular research direction.
Principle of operation of such active capacitance reduction cir-
cuits (ACRCs) is based on the fact that the amount of use-
able bulk dc-link capacitor energy comprises only small frac-
tion of the energy stored, i.e., much lower capacitance is suffi-
cient to cope with pulsating power component once capacitor
voltage ripple constraints are released. Consequently, decou-
pling the power matching capacitor from dc-link by a bidi-
rectional power converter allows significant decrease of uti-
lized capacitance value. It should be emphasized that both par-
allel and series ACRCs were proposed in the literature. An
interested reader is further referred to [31] for detailed com-
parison of active power decoupling topologies in single-phase
systems.
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The paper further focuses on a solution, belonging to the
latter subgroup, namely parallel-connected ACRCs. Most of
related solutions operate similarly to active power filters, re-
sembling current controlled current sinks (from the dc bus point
of view), drawing the pulsating component of the total dc-link
current thus allowing dc-link capacitance reduction. In order
to accomplish this, pulsating current component is extracted
from the total dc-link current and used as ACRC current refer-
ence. Necessity of multiple currents sensors as well as access
to measurement points are probably the major drawbacks of the
method (refer to the next Section for details). Recently, direct
voltage regulation based ACRCs were proposed in [32]–[38].
There, pulsating current component is displaced into the ACRC
without measuring dc-link currents, thus requiring dc-link volt-
age sensing only. In [32], [33], and [36], ripple component is
extracted from the sensed dc-link voltage and regulated to zero;
in [34] and [34] dc-link reference voltage is directly fed into
pulse width modulation (PWM) generator in a certain way while
in [37]–[39], dc-link voltage is directly controlled. Yona and
Weiss [37] proposed combined control structure of ACRC and
GIC. Unfortunately, the algorithm required megahertz switch-
ing frequency to stabilize the system and was thus verified by
simulations only. On the other hand, the approach presented in
[38] and further elaborated in [39] has demonstrated the fol-
lowing advantages. First, is has the potential of operating with
typical voltage controllers (VCs) of grid interfacing converters
with minor external adjustments only. Second, switching fre-
quency of several tens of kilohertz was sufficient to stabilize
the ACRC stabilization by a dual-loop control structure, com-
mon to typical power converters. It was also shown that the
proposed system allows “breaking” the tradeoff between power
factor and dc-link voltage loop bandwidth. Consequently, dc-
link voltage quality becomes a function of ACRC regulation
capabilities.

However, neither analytical insight into small-signal behavior
of the system nor control design details were given in [38] and
[39]. Therefore, this paper reveals modeling and control design
of direct voltage regulated ACRC in detail. It is demonstrated
that the ACRC under study may be perceived as an output-
voltage regulated wide-input-range boost converter feeding a
bidirectional power load. Even though regulation of boost con-
verters with nonvarying input voltage feeding unidirectional
constant power loads has been recently treated in the litera-
ture (mainly by nonlinear or advanced linear control techniques
[40]–[43]), the case arising here is nontrivial and was neither
mentioned nor analyzed in the literature by far. Moreover, mod-
ifying the feedback signal to an existing grid interfacing con-
verter VC is challenging too since auxiliary voltage ripple mag-
nitude as well as value of ACRC capacitor are different from the
ones used to design compensation network of grid interfacing
controller.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Essentials of
active capacitance reduction are briefly discussed in Section II.
Section III reveals the dual-loop controller design for direct volt-
age regulated active capacitance reduction circuit. Experimental
validation of the proposed system is carried out in Section IV.
The paper is concluded in Section V.

Fig. 1. Typical grid-connected power conversion system. (a) Generalized
topology. (b) Functional diagram.

II. ACTIVE CAPACITANCE REDUCTION ESSENTIALS

Typical generalized grid-connected power conversion system
is shown in Fig. 1(a), comprising GIC, bulk dc-link capacitance
CB and (optional) load interfacing converter (LIC). Fig. 1(b)
depicts corresponding functional diagram, of the system.
Considering sinusoidal grid voltage

v1(t) = V1sin (ω1t + θ1) (1)

and generalized periodic grid current

i1(t) = I10 +
∞∑

n=1

I1n sin (nω1t + ϕ1n ) (2)

instantaneous GIC input power is given by

p1(t) = v1(t)i1(t) = P1 + Δp1(t) (3)

with

P1 = 0.5V1I1cos (θ1 − ϕ1) (4)

denoting active power term and Δp1(t) symbolizing zero-
average pulsating power component. Similarly, instantaneous
load power may be expressed by

p2(t) = v2(t)i2(t) = P2 + Δp2(t). (5)

Bulk capacitor instantaneous power (cf. Fig. 1) is then given
by

p3(t) = vDC(t)iB (t) = p1(t) + p2(t) = P3 + Δp3(t) (6)

with

P3 = P1 + P2 , Δp3(t) = Δp1(t) + Δp2(t). (7)

In case GIC operates with unity power factor, the input
current is

i1(t) = I1sin (ω1t + θ1) (8)

leading to

P1 = 0.5V1I1 , Δp1(t) = −P1cos2 (ω1t + θ1) . (9)
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Moreover, in case of a dc load, there is

p2(t) = P2 , Δp2(t) = 0. (10)

Pulsating power component of the bulk capacitor is then given
by

Δp3(t) = −P1cos2 (ω1t + θ1) . (11)

Instantaneous bulk capacitance energy and voltage are given
by

EB (t) = EB (0) +
∫ t

0
p3(τ)dτ = EB (0)

+ P3t − P1

2ω1
sin2 (ω1t + θ1) (12)

and

vDC(t) =

vDC(0)

√
1 +

2P3

v2
DC(0)CB

t − P1

ω1v2
DC(0)CB

sin2 (ω1t + θ1)

(13)

respectively. In steady state, P1 = −P2 , i.e., P3 = 0 and (13)
reduces to

vss
DC(t) = V ∗

DC

√
1 − P1

ω1(V ∗
DC)2CB

sin2 (ω1t + θ1) (14)

with V ∗
DC denoting average dc-link voltage reference. In case

steady-state instantaneous dc-link voltage is restricted by

vMIN
DC < vss

DC(t) < vMAX
DC (15)

the minimum value of the bulk capacitance is determined as

CB =
P1

ω1
max

{
1

(V ∗
DC)2 − (

vMIN
DC

)2 ,
1

(
vMAX

DC

)2 − (V ∗
DC)2

}
.

(16)

Adding safety margins, 1 mF/kW of dc-link capacitance is
typically required. Consequently, applications above several
tens of watts usually require capacitance values realizable only
by electrolytic capacitors due to physical size and price con-
straints. As a remedy, active capacitor reduction concept was
proposed, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Bulk dc-link capacitor is re-
placed by an ACRC, comprising a bidirectional dc–dc converter
and auxiliary capacitance CA � CB . The main idea is decou-
pling the power matching capacitance from the dc-link thus
releasing the constraints (15). In in case of a dc load, steady-
state instantaneous auxiliary capacitor voltage would then be
given by

vss
A (t) = V ∗

A

√
1 − P1

ω1(V ∗
A )2CA

sin2 (ω1t + θ1) (17)

with V ∗
A denoting the reference for average auxiliary capacitance

voltage. Limits of vA , given by

vMIN
A ≤ vss

A (t) ≤ vMAX
A (18)

Fig. 2. Grid-connected power conversion system with ACRC. (a) Generalized
topology. (b) Functional diagram.

depend on the auxiliary converter topology and related practical
constraints. The minimum auxiliary capacitance value is then
determined as

CA =
P1

ω1
max

{
1

(V ∗
A )2 − (

vMIN
A

)2 ,
1

(
vMAX

A

)2 − (V ∗
A )2

}
.

(19)

According to (19), CA is minimized for

V ∗
A =

√
1
2

((
vMAX

A

)2 +
(
vMIN

A

)2
)

(20)

as

CA,MIN =
2P1

ω1

((
vMAX

A

)2 − (
vMIN

A

)2
) . (21)

From the dc-link side point of view, ACRC appears as a
controlled current source iACRC [cf. Fig. 2(b)]. In most of the
cases, ACRC was realized as a current controlled current source,
resembling operation of an active power filter. Typical control
structure is shown in Fig. 3(a) and operates as follows. GIC and
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Fig. 3. Different ACRC control structures. (a) Active filter based. (b) Direct
ripple eliminating. (c) Direct voltage regulating.

LIC dc-link side currents [cf. Fig. 2(a)]

iDC ,1(t) = IDC ,1 + ΔiDC ,1(t), iDC ,2(t) = IDC ,2 + ΔiDC ,2(t)
(22)

are sensed and summed, dc component IDC ,1 + IDC ,2 is re-
moved by dc eliminator (DCE) block and the remaining pul-
sating current component is set as the ideal ACRC dc-link side
reference current. Since ACRC is not 100% efficient, the losses
are displaced by adding compensating current i0(t), generated
by auxiliary VC, to the ideal ACRC current reference, i.e.,

i∗ACRC(t) = ΔiDC ,1(t) + ΔiDC ,2(t) + i0(t). (23)

ACRC converter duty cycle is then obtained via an inner
current loop based on dedicated current controller (CC). Con-
sequently, dc-link voltage is indirectly regulated by diverting
the pulsating current components into the ACRC. This requires
up to N current sensors in case of N dc-link connected convert-
ers and access to corresponding measurement points. More-
over, DCE circuitry constitutes additional delay to the sys-
tem. Different control structure was proposed in [32]–[38].
Instead of measuring N dc-link currents, only dc-link voltage
vDC(t) = VDC + ΔvDC is sensed. Then, dc component VDC
is eliminated by means of a suitable DCE and resonant VC at-
tempts minimizing pulsating component ΔvDC , as shown in
Fig. 3(b). The authors of [39]–[41] alternatively proposed direct
regulation of dc-link voltage to a constant value V ∗

DC , as shown
in Fig. 3(c), avoiding implications related to postprocessing of
measured dc-link voltage.

Once the dc-link voltage (or its ripple) is appropriately reg-
ulated, pulsating current components are indirectly diverted to
ACRC without sensing any dc-link current, thus taking away
the need for current sensors and proximity to corresponding

measurement points, requiring dc-link voltage sensing only.
However, the method of Fig. 3(c) was shown to possess the
following implication: Once dc-link voltage is tightly regulated,
it no longer reflects the power balance of the system. Since the
mismatch between LIC and GIC power is diverted to the ACRC,
auxiliary capacitance voltage vA rather than vDC should be used
as power balance indicator. This means that existing slow GIC
voltage control loop must be closed around vA instead of vDC .
On the other hand, no additional voltage loop is required to
generate i0 as in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In addition, since dc-link
voltage is regulated by ACRC rather than by GIC, correspond-
ing control loop bandwidth is no longer coupled with grid input
current quality. Hence, it should be selected as high as possible
to enhance dc-link voltage dynamics and quality.

Since the power flow through the ACRC is bidirectional,
small-signal dynamics gain polarity changes every half cycle.
Hence, ACRC duty cycle is typically calculated separately for
each power flow direction (i.e., CCs in Fig. 3 usually contain two
subsystems, each activated during corresponding half cycle).
Nevertheless, in [40], [41] single-entity CC was adopted for
ACRC duty cycle calculation in case of direct voltage regulation
control structure shown in Fig. 3(c). The underlying basis for
utilizing such a control structure is developed in the subsequent
sections.

III. DUAL-LOOP CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR DIRECT VOLTAGE

REGULATED ACRC

Consider an off-the-shelf feedback controlled power factor
correction (PFC) front end, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The aim of
using an off-the-shelf hardware is demonstrating that the pro-
posed ACRC system may be combined with existing GIC in
a nearly plug-and-play fashion. Nevertheless, in case a from-
scratch design is carried out, it would be a particular case of the
approach revealed next. Typical PFC front end comprises power
stage and feedback controller, operating in dual-loop arrange-
ment while sensing dc-link voltage and inductor (or switch)
current, as shown. Bulk dc-link capacitance CB , present to ab-
sorb pulsating power component, is intended to be replaced
by ACRC shown in Fig. 4(b). Small ceramic capacitor CR2 is
connected across the dc-link side terminals of ACRC to absorb
switching ripple. The combined PFC–ACRC system is depicted
in Fig. 4(c). Bulk dc-link capacitance is eliminated and original
dc-link voltage feedback is disconnected from the PFC con-
troller. Small ceramic capacitor CR1 remains connected across
dc-link-side terminals of the PFC to absorb switching ripple.
DC-link voltage vDC , auxiliary capacitance voltage vA , and
current iA are measured and fed to ACRC controller, which in
turn both drives ACRC converter switches and creates a feed-
back signal to the PFC controller instead of the disconnected
one. Consequently, the proposed control structure allows chang-
ing only the voltage feedback to the PFC controller in order to
implement the voltage loop variable modification mentioned in
Section II (i.e., PFC voltage control loop is now closed around
vA instead of vDC ). The rest of PFC-related circuitry (voltage
loop compensation network, inner current loop, protection and
soft-start sequences, and the power stage) remains unaltered. To
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Fig. 4. Component of the proposed system. (a) Off-the-shelf controlled PFC
front end. (b) ACRC hardware. (c) Combined PFC-ACRC system.

conclude, bulk capacitor disconnection and voltage feedback
branch modification are the only required GIC variations. This
is referred as “nearly plug-and-play” operation.

The structure of the proposed ACRC controller [cf. Fig. 4(c)]
is shown in Fig. 5. Dual-loop voltage CC with (optional) feed-
back linearization by voltage loop gain scheduling (GS) and
current loop feed-forwarding (FF) is used to regulate the dc-
link voltage vDC to a constant reference V ∗

DC . Reasons for se-
lecting the particular control arrangement are revealed next.
On the other hand, sensed auxiliary capacitor voltage vA is
notch-filtered to remove the double-grid-frequency pulsating

component (the motive is explained further on) and then shifted
and scaled to create voltage feedback to the PFC controller
vFB

PFC .

A. ACRC Modeling

Consider the output of the CC CI satisfying

−1 < vC (t) < 1 (24)

relating to the auxiliary converter duty cycle and its complimen-
tary as

d =
vC + 1

2
, 1 − d =

1 − vC

2
. (25)

Corresponding ACRC switching-cycle-averaged model is
then shown in Fig. 6. It may be concluded that the dc–dc con-
verter drives a bidirectional power load p3 , while driven by a
widely varying input voltage vA . Such a configuration has not
been analyzed in the literature by far.

ACRC large-signal dynamics is governed by

CA
dvA

dt
= −iA

LA
diA
dt

= vA − 1 − vC

2
vDC

CR
dvDC

dt
=

1 − vC

2
iA − p3

vDC
(26)

with CR = CR1 + CR2 . Perturbing the time-varying quanti-
ties as

vA = VA + ṽA , vDC = VDC + ṽDC , iA = IA + ĩA ,

vC = VC + ṽC , p3 = P + p̃ (27)

and substituting in (26), control-to-output transfer function is
obtained as

ṽDC

ṽC
(s) =

V 2
DC

2VA

LACAs2 − CA V 2
A

P s + 1

−V 2
D C CR LA CA

P s3 + LACAs2 − CR V 2
D C +CA V 2

A

P s + 1
(28)

linearized around the operating trajectory, given by

P (t) = −P1cos2 (ω1t + θ1)

VA (t) = V ∗
A

√
1 − P1

ω1(V ∗
A )2CA

sin2 (ω1t + θ1)

IA (t) =
P (t)
VA (t)

(29)

in steady state and shown in state plane in Fig. 7 for different load
power levels (graphical results here and thereafter are obtained
for data given in Table I, which corresponds to the values used
in experimental setup).

According to (29), the polarity of P(t) alternates periodically.
As long as P is negative (i.e., the ACRC supplies power to the
dc link), the control-to-output transfer function (28) is stable,
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Fig. 5. ACRC controller structure.

Fig. 6. Switching-cycle-averaged model of the ACRC.

Fig. 7. Operation trajectory versus pulsating power component instantaneous
magnitude. (a) Auxiliary capacitor voltage. (b) Auxiliary capacitor current.

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETER VALUES

Parameter Value Units

Switching frequency, T −1
S 50 kHz

ACRC inductance, LA 320 μH
ACRC capacitance, CA 22 μF
Total dc-link capacitance, CR 9.4 μF
Grid frequency, ω1 100 π rad/s
Reference voltage, V ∗

A 271 V
Reference voltage, V ∗

DC 400 V
Rated load power, P2 ,M AX 360 W

containing two stable zeros, and may hence be stabilized by any
classical method. However, when the ACRC absorbs power from
the dc link (i.e., P is positive), the plant becomes unstable and
contains two unstable zeros. In this case, stabilization is nontriv-
ial and challenging. Moreover, it is not easy to design a unified
controller, suitable for both cases. In [43], unidirectional power
load feeding boost converter with constant input voltage was
analyzed. There, somewhat similar instability was successfully
treated by a dual-loop controller configuration. Therefore, dual-
loop configuration is adopted here as the starting design point.
Nevertheless, system analysis and controller shaping in present
case are quite different from [43]. It is revealed, that utilization
of current-mode-control cannot globally stabilize the plant in
case of bidirectional power load. Nevertheless, as shown further
on, it may significantly reduce the unstable mode magnitude,
preventing the system from divergence during corresponding
half cycle.

B. CC Design

First, consider the classical approach of current loop shaping
where vA and vDC are treated as independent, slow-varying
disturbances. Then, small-signal version of current-loop-related
part of (26) is given by

ĩA =
VDC

2LAs
(ṽC + ṽD ) (30)

with

ṽD =
2

VDC

(
ṽA − VA

VDC
ṽDC

)
(31)

denoting total disturbance entering the current loop. Simplified
transfer functions from control and disturbance inputs to ACRC
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current are

PCI(s) =
ĩA (s)
ṽC (s)

=
VDC

2LAs
, PDI(s) =

ĩA (s)
ṽD (s)

=
VDC

2LAs
(32)

respectively. Selecting a PI controller

CI (s) =
KPIs + KII

s
(33)

as current loop regulator yields

ĩA (s) = TI (s)i∗A (s) + DI (s)ṽD (s) (34)

with

TI (s) =
VD C
2LA

KPIs + VD C
2LA

KII

s2 + VD C KP I
2LA

s + VD C KI I

2LA

DI (s) = −
VD C

2 s

s2 + VD C KP I
2LA

s + VD C KI I

2LA

(35)

in closed loop, i.e., unity tracking dc gain and zero disturbance
rejection dc gain are secured. Nevertheless, vA cannot be con-
sidered as slow varying. Moreover, note that auxiliary voltage
and current are actually coupled

ṽA = − 1
CAs

ĩA . (36)

Hence, (30) turns into

ĩA =
CAs

LACAs2 + 1
VDC

2
(ṽC + ṽD ) (37)

with

ṽD = − 2VA

V 2
DC

ṽDC (38)

and (32) becomes

PCI(s) =
VD C

2 CAs

LACAs2 + 1
, PDI(s) =

VA

VD C
CAs

LACAs2 + 1
(39)

characterized by two undamped poles (in reality, these are lightly
damped poles due to parasitic resistances). In [44], closed-
loop damping of such system was carried out by proportional
controller only, leading to band-pass-filter-like behavior of the
closed loop. Nevertheless, since in this case ACRC current iA
must contain dc component to compensate parasitic losses, low
dc gain may lead to poor performance. Consequently, utilizing
(33) as loop controller yields (34) with

TI (s) =
VD C KP I

2LA
s + VD C KI I

2LA

s2 + VD C KP I
2LA

s + 1
LA CA

+ VD C KI I

2LA

DI (s) = −
VA

VD C
CAs

s2 + VD C KP I
2LA

s + 1
LA CA

+ VD C KI I

2LA

(40)

i.e., zero disturbance rejection dc gain is assured. On the other
hand, tracking low-frequency gain is less than unity, given by

TI (s → 0) =
1

1 + 2
CA VD C KI I

(41)

Fig. 8. Simulation results, rated load operation. Reference and actual ACRC
inductor currents without (top) and with (bottom) feedforward action.

i.e., some steady-state current tracking error is expected, which
can be minimized (but not eliminated) by increasing CA , VDC ,
and/or KII .

It is possible to eliminate the steady-state current tracking
error completely by adding a feedforward term (cf. Fig. 5)

vFF = 1 − 2vA

vDC
(42)

to the control signal vC , turning the second equation of (26)
into

LA
diA
dt

=
1
2
vC vDC (43)

thus “breaking” the current loop dependence on vA . Linearizing,
there is

ĩA =
VDC

2LAs
(ṽC + ṽD ) (44)

with

ṽD =
VDC − 2VA

V 2
DC

ṽDC . (45)

Utilizing (33) retains (35), bringing back both unity tracking
dc gain and zero disturbance rejection dc gain. Moreover, once
dc-link voltage is tightly regulated, its constant reference value
V ∗

DC may be used in (42) instead of measured vDC .
PI controller design should maximize current loop bandwidth

for the desired phase margin ϕM while taking into account
switching delay Td [45]. Here, ϕM = 45◦ was selected and
Td = TS was assumed, leading to crossover frequency of ∼
4 kHz. Simulation results shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate current
loop performance without and with feedforward action for rated
load operation (ACRC inductor current is filtered to remove
the switching ripple harmonic for clarity). Nonzero steady-state
error is noticeable in the former case and eliminated in the latter,
as expected.
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Fig. 9. Gain and zero values of the voltage loop control-to-output transfer
function versus pulsating power.

C. VC Design

Once current and voltage loops are decoupled in frequency
domain and the former is well designed, iA = TI (s → 0)i∗A
may be assumed. Assuming TI (s → 0) = 1, dc-link voltage
small-signal dynamics is obtained as

ṽDC = PCV(s)̃i∗A + PDV(s)p̃ (46)

with

PCV(s) =
−P

CRVDCCAVA

LACAs2 − V 2
A CA

P s + 1
s2

PDV(s) = − 1
CRVDCs

. (47)

Inductor-related zero typically resides significantly outside
the desired control bandwidth for all possible operation points,
control-to-output transfer function may be simplified as

PCV(s) ≈ G
1 + ω−1

Z s

s2 (48)

with

G =
−P

CRVDCVACA
, ω−1

Z = − V 2
A

P
CA. (49)

Corresponding gain and zero dependences on pulsating power
component value are graphically shown in Fig. 9. Apparently,
once pulsating power reverses its direction, both gain and zero
of (48) reverse polarities as well. It should be emphasized that
in general, if control-to-output transfer function reverses polar-
ity, the controller sign should be inverted as well to preserve
stability.

Moreover, different controllers should be designed for each
pulsating power polarity to obtain similar closed-loop dynamics
for both cases. Here, nontraditional yet simple approach allow-
ing utilizing the same controller for both cases is proposed as
follows. First, consider the operating point in which P = 0.

Then

PCV(s) =
VA

CRVDCs
(50)

and PI controller

CV =
KP V s + KIV

s
(51)

brings the closed-loop system dynamics to

ṽDC(s) = TV (s)i∗A (s) + DV (s)p̃(s) (52)

with

TV (s) =
VA KP V
CR VD C

s + VA K IV
CR VD C

s2 + VA KP V
CR VD C

s + VA K IV
CR VD C

DV (s) = − s

s2 + VA KP V
CR VD C

s + VA K IV
CR VD C

(53)

i.e., unity tracking dc gain and zero disturbance rejection dc
gain are assured. The crossover frequency of the voltage loop
was selected as 800 Hz (one-fifth of the current loop bandwidth)
to allow decent loops decoupling. Using (51) with the general
control-to-output transfer function (48) yields

TV (s) =

GKPVω−1
Z s2 + G

(
KPV + KIVω−1

Z

)
s + GKIV

s3 + GKPVω−1
Z s2 + G

(
KPV + KIVω−1

Z

)
s + GKIV

. (54)

At the first glance, (54) appears to possess unity dc gain, as
desired. Nevertheless, G and ω−1

Z are negative when P > 0.
Since the coefficients of PI controller (51) are positive, (54)
contains an unstable pole and hence its step response diverges.
On the other hand, when P < 0, no instability occurs and step
response of (54) is expected to converge.

Decomposing (54) into partial fractions as

TV (s) ==
k1

s + ωP 1
+

k∗
1

s + ω∗
P 1

+
k3

s + ωP 3
(55)

location of poles real parts and partial fractions gains absolute
values versus pulsating power are depicted in Fig. 10(a) and (b),
respectively, for rated load operation.

Apparently, the real part of ωP 3 is positive for P > 0, as
expected, with max(|ωP 3 |)|P >0 = 298. In spite of this, par-
tial fraction gain of the unstable mode is significantly lower
(three orders of magnitude) that that of stable modes with
max(|k3 |)|P >0 = 1.233. Step response of the unstable mode
is given by k3

ωP 3
(1 − eωP 3 t); thus in 50-Hz grid (where P > 0

for 5 ms) it will only contribute −0.014 (1.4%) to the overall
step response after 5 ms. The unstable pole is thus expected to
be insufficient to influence the stability in such short interval.
To demonstrate this, step responses of (54) for different points
along operating trajectory are shown in Fig. 11(a) for rated load
operation. As expected, step responses corresponding to posi-
tive pulsating power component values diverge while the ones
related to negative pulsating power component values converge.
Nevertheless, zooming the results to a 5-ms period, as shown
in Fig. 11(b), reveals convergence throughout the whole opera-
tion range with near-similar dynamics, i.e., the system may be
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Fig. 10. State plane loci of partial fractions versus pulsating power instanta-
neous magnitude. (a) Poles (real parts). (b) Gains.

assumed stable within 5-ms period and it is possible to utilize a
single controller (51) for both polarities of P.

It is possible to further improve the dynamics of the voltage
loop by GS as follows. According to (50), the control-to-output
voltage transfer function gain is proportional to vA , which is
time varying. Since the voltage across auxiliary capacitance is
measured, it may be used in a GS fashion to eliminate the de-
pendence on vA , as shown in Fig. 5. Simulation results shown
in the top subplot of Fig. 12 compare voltage loop performance
(rated load operation) of the four following cases: with 270 μF
electrolytic capacitor (the curve labeled “EC”); with dual-loop
controlled ACRC without feedforward and GS actions (the curve
labeled “ACRC”), with dual-loop controlled ACRC with feed-
forward action but without GS (the curve labeled “ACRC-FF”)
and with dual-loop controlled ACRC with both feedforward and
GS actions (the curve labeled “ACRC-FF-GS”). Apparently,
ACRC-based system outperforms electrolytic capacitor based
system in terms of pear-to-peak ripple magnitude (yet possess-
ing higher harmonic content). Moreover, feedforward and GS
actions addition (often referred to as “feedback linearization”)

Fig. 11. Step responses of closed voltage loop throughout the operating region
for rated load operation. (a) Full. (b) Zoomed within 5 ms.

Fig. 12. Simulation results, rated load operation. DC link (top) and auxiliary
capacitance (bottom) voltages. EC stands for electrolytic capacitor based oper-
ation; ACRC denotes dual-loop controlled ACRC based operation without FF
and GS actions; ACRC-FF relates to dual-loop controlled ACRC based opera-
tion with FF action; ACRC-FF-GS refers to dual-loop controlled ACRC based
operation with both FF and GS enhancements.
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Fig. 13. Simulation results, rated load operation. Top—actual and scaled aux-
iliary capacitance voltage; Bottom—PFC controller feedback voltage synthe-
sized by ACRC controller.

further improves the dc-link voltage quality without signifi-
cantly affecting auxiliary capacitance voltage, as shown in the
bottom subplot of Fig. 12. In addition, it may be concluded that
marginal improvement of current loop feedforward action addi-
tion is much more noticeable than that of voltage loop GS-based
enhancement.

D. PFC Controller Feedback Manipulation

As stated in the preceding Section, when utilizing the pro-
posed ACRC, system power balance is reflected by auxiliary
capacitance rather than dc-link voltage. Since PFC VC task is
maintaining the system power balance, it should now rely on
vA rather than vDC . However, two problems arise. First, voltage
loop compensator design of the off-the-shelf PFC controller is
based on the value of bulk dc-link capacitance CB rather than
on CA (in case of a from-scratch design, this issue does not
come up). Utilizing the controller gain designed according to
CB for operation with CA � CB would increase the bandwidth
of PFC voltage loop, and as a result PFC input current would be
distorted.

The following may be performed to solve the issue. As shown
in [1], PFC voltage loop bandwidth is proportional to the dc
value of the loop gain LV (0) and inversely proportional to the
bulk capacitance value

ωV ,PFC ∼ LV (0)
CB

. (56)

Moreover, the original loop bandwidth (typically set to around
one-fifth of the fundamental grid frequency) should not be al-
tered to maintain input current quality and original PFC dynam-
ics. Consequently, the loop gain must be modified accordingly
to preserve ωV ,PFC . This may be accomplished by altering either
compensation network gain or feedback path slope. The latter
is preferable since it allows keeping the original PFC controller
as is and the feedback path can easily be modified by the ACRC
controller.

The second issue is as follows. Auxiliary capacitance voltage
ripple is much higher than the original dc-link ripple (∼200 V

Fig. 14. Experimental setup.

Fig. 15. Experimental result. Soft start under 50-W load.

versus ∼12 V, see Figs. 12 and 13). Internal reference voltage
of a typical off-the-shelf PFC controller is 5 V, i.e., 1/80 voltage
divider is employed to scale the 400-V dc-link voltage refer-
ence. The 12-V dc-link ripple is then scaled to 0.15-V feedback
signal ripple. Consequently, under/overvoltage detection limits
are typically set to 4.75 and 5.25 V, respectively [46]. In case
vA is scaled down from 271 V down to 5 V, 200-V ripple turns
into 3.7-V feedback signal ripple, as shown in the top subplot
of Fig. 13. This would trip the under/overvoltage protection
circuitry of the PFC controller, preventing normal operation.

In order to eliminate the excessive feedback ripple problem,
auxiliary capacitance voltage may, e.g., be notch-filtered (cf.
Fig. 5) at double-grid-frequency to eliminate the dominant har-
monic (in general, additional harmonics elimination may be re-
quired as well since that vA is periodic, thus containing higher
harmonics as well). In case of a dc power supply with PFC pre-
converter, elimination of double-grid-frequency harmonic only
would be sufficient.
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Fig. 16. Experimental results. Steady-state dc-link voltage comparison of original and proposed systems for different load levels. (a) with CB , 50-W load,
(b) with CB , 150-W load, (c) with CB , 350-W load, (d) with CA , 50-W load, (e) with CA , 150-W load, and (f) with CA , 350-W load.

Therefore, the PFC feedback signal is synthesized by ACRC
controller according to

vFB
PFC = 5 +

1
80CB

CA

(NF {vA} − V ∗
A ) . (57)

Hence, in case filtered value of vA equals 271 V, 5 V signal
is fed back to the PFC controller, as required. Otherwise, the
difference is scaled down by 80CB

CA
to account for both 400 V-to-

5 V conversion gain expected by the PFC controller and loop
gain manipulation. Bottom subplot of Fig. 13 demonstrates the
PFC controller feedback voltage synthesized by ACRC con-
troller. Note that the ripple is well within permitted range. More-
over, it is well evident that after passing through a 100-Hz notch

filter, the ripple is dominated by 200-Hz harmonic of insignifi-
cant magnitude, as stated in the preceding paragraph discussion.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to validate the proposed ACRC control system, Texas
Instruments UCC28180EVM-573 360[W] active PFC front-
end evaluation board [47] was utilized as GIC. The PFC [cf.
Fig. 4(a)] is terminated by a bulk dc-link electrolytic capaci-
tor CB = 270[μF] and operated by UCC28180 controller. In
order to realize ACRC-based operation, bulk electrolytic capac-
itor CB was replaced by ceramic capacitor CR1 = 4.7[μF] and
original voltage feedback was disconnected from UCC28180
controller without any further evaluation board modifications.
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Fig. 17. Experimental results. Steady-state performance comparison of three
ACRC control schemes under rated load operation. (a) ACRC. (b) ACRC-FF.
(c) ACRC-FF-GS.

Auxiliary dc–dc converter shown in Fig. 4(b) was designed ac-
cording to Table I with CR2 = 4.7[μF]. Switches S1 and S2
were implemented by Infineon 20N60C3 MOSFETs and auxil-
iary inductor current was sensed via a LEM Ltsr-15 Hall sensor.
TMS320F28332 digital signal processor (DSP) was utilized as
ACRC controller [cf. Fig. 4(c)]. The switches were driven by
two of DSP PWM output ports via International Rectifier IR

Fig. 18. Experimental result. Performance of the proposed system under load
transients.

2113 driver. The three measured signals (vDC , vA , iA ) were
sampled by DSP A/D ports at switching frequency while the
synthesized voltage feedback signal vFB

PFC fed to UCC28180
controller was output via DSP PWM output (realizing 1-bit
D/A). Experimental setup is pictured in Fig. 14.

A. Soft Start

It should be emphasized that the UCC28180EVM-573 evalu-
ation board circuitry employs an embedded soft start sequence.
Hence, vDC rather than modified vA is fed back to the PFC con-
troller feedback during soft start as vFB

PFC (i.e., original evalua-
tion board functionality is restored) to enable normal execution
of the embedded soft start sequence. At the same time, ACRC
converter switches are driven with constant duty cycle PWM
signals calculated so that when dc-link voltage reaches V ∗

DC ,
auxiliary capacitance voltage reaches V ∗

A . Once dc-link voltage
is equal to its rated value, soft start sequence is completed and
the system begins executing the proposed algorithm by provid-
ing modified vA [cf. (57)] to PFC controller and vDC to ACRC
VC as corresponding feedback signals.

Experimental result of the soft start sequence under 50-W load
is shown in Fig. 15. During phase 1, dc-link voltage possesses
significant ripple, as expected from PFC preconverter terminated
by small ceramic capacitor CR under slow voltage loop of ∼
10 Hz. Once phase 2 begins, dc-link voltage becomes tightly
regulated to 400 V by 800-Hz bandwidth ACRC voltage loop.
At the same time, auxiliary capacitor CA begins absorbing the
pulsating power component while its voltage average becomes
regulated to 271 V after a noticeable transient, reflecting the
slow voltage loop of the PFC.

B. Steady-State Operation

Steady-state operation results (dc-link voltage and corre-
sponding ripple) of the original bulk-capacitor-terminated PFC
under different load levels are shown in Fig. 16(a)–(c) for subse-
quent comparison with the proposed system performance. The
dc-link ripple values are slightly higher than predicted by (15)
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Fig. 19. Experimental results. Performance comparison of the original and the proposed system under load transients. (a) with CB and (b) with CA .

and Fig. 12 due to nonunity efficiency (97% efficiency is attained
by the off-the-shelf PFC front end under rated load operation).
Measured peak-to-peak value of dc-link ripple under rated load
appears to be circa 14 V.

Steady-state operation results of the proposed system (with
both GS and FF actions) under different load levels are shown
in Fig. 16(d)–(f). It may be concluded that dc-link ripple of the
proposed system is noticeably lower than of the original elec-
trolytic capacitor based system. Measured peak-to-peak value
of the proposed system dc-link ripple under rated load is circa
6 V, which again is slightly higher than predicted by simulation
(see Fig. 12) due to nonunity efficiency (92.5% efficiency was
attained by the combined system under rated load operation,
corresponding to ∼95% efficiency of the ACRC). Neverthe-
less, peak-to-peak ripple improvement ratio matches that of the
simulation. It must be emphasized that the ACRC prototype
was not optimized for efficiency, i.e., the losses may be further
decreased.

Fig. 17 demonstrates the contribution of FF and GS actions to
the proposed system performance. As predicted by simulation
results in Fig. 12, marginal performance improvement caused by
the addition of FF term to the basic dual-loop operation is more
significant than subsequent introduction of GS action. Moreover,
the behavior of auxiliary capacitance voltage is similar in all the
three cases, as predicted.

C. Transients Handling

It is well-known that one of the main ACRC drawbacks is
abridged hold-up ability, translated into poor handling of abrupt
transient events. In classical systems, transient energy upon sud-
den load change is supplied/absorbed by the bulk dc-link capac-
itor until the slow voltage loop of the GIC takes over. In ACRC-
based systems, energy content of the auxiliary capacitor is much
lower than that of the classical dc-link bulk capacitor. Moreover,
while dc-link capacitor voltage remains around 400 V in steady
state, auxiliary capacitance voltage pulsates between two distant
extremes [cf. (17) and (18)]. This poses the following tradeoff:
increasing vMAX

A and/or decreasing vMIN
A decreases the value

of auxiliary capacitance while increasing the possibility of poor
transient response.

Transients handling (response to step-like variations of load
power) of the proposed system is demonstrated in Fig. 18. As
expected, upon sudden load increase, energy stored in the auxil-
iary capacitance is insufficient to compensate the load demand.
As a result, auxiliary voltage collapses to zero while dc-link
voltage drops significantly since only the small dc-link capaci-
tor CR supplies the load power when CA is empty. Once PFC
voltage loop reacts, dc-link voltage is quickly restored (due to
the fast ACRC voltage loop) while the auxiliary capacitance is
refilled relatively slow (at PFC voltage loop rate). The oppo-
site happens upon sudden load decrease. Auxiliary capacitance
absorbs the excessive energy supplied by PFC and its volt-
age rises. Once it reaches the dc-link voltage value, CA and
CR become shortened through the antiparallel diodes of the
auxiliary converter switches and rise together. At this point,
overvoltage protection embedded into the PFC controller is
tripped and PFC output is forced to reduce. Once power balance
is restored, the system returns to normal operation. DC-link
voltage transient performance of the original and the proposed
systems are depicted in Fig. 19. As expected, while operating
with lower steady-state ripple, the proposed system possesses
higher transient peaks than the original bulk dc-link capacitance-
terminated PFC front end. Apparently, abrupt transient handling
is problematic and needs to be further investigated for possible
improvement.

D. PFC Voltage Feedback Manipulation

As mentioned in Section IV-C, in order to feed the auxiliary
capacitance voltage back to PFC controller, it must be manipu-
lated according to (57) to suppress the ripple and preserve the
original loop gain. Fig. 20 demonstrates auxiliary capacitance
voltage vA along with its manipulated version vFB

PFC during load
power variation induced transient. Apparently, while the former
possesses significant ripple and regulated to 271 V in steady
state, the latter is nearly ripple free with 5-V average in steady
state, as required.
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Fig. 20. Experimental result. Auxiliary capacitance voltage vA and its modi-
fied version vFB

PFC .

V. CONCLUSION

Modeling of a direct voltage regulated active dc-link capaci-
tance reduction circuit for grid interfacing converters and sub-
sequent controller design were revealed in the paper. Unlike
common solutions, aimed to reduce the pulsating component
of dc-link current, the main task of the proposed system is
directly regulating the dc-link voltage. Under such an oper-
ation, the system was shown to resemble an output-voltage
regulated wide-input-range boost converter feeding a bidirec-
tional power load. Control design appeared to be nontrivial
since the resulting transfer function of the plant undergoes sig-
nificant changes throughout the operational region and is unsta-
ble during power absorbing phase. Dual-loop control structure
with current feedforward and voltage GS was formed to cope
with the control challenge. Experimental results of applying
the proposed system to dc-link regulation of an off-the-shelf
PFC front-end support the suggested control structure. Future
work on the subject will focus on transient events handling
improvement.
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